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OVERVIEW of my TALK: Three Ideas

1. What is changing in the world around us as far 
as ‘health’ is concerned?

2. What is changing in developmental disability?

3. How do – how should – those things influence 
us and our field?

Then we all need to DISCUSS!
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WHAT’S CHANGING IN THE WORLD AROUND US?

1. Our ideas about ‘health’ in the 21st century… 

•Health is ‘the ability to adapt and self-
manage in the face of social, physical and 
emotional challenges’ (Huber et al. 2011). 

•In other words, functioning (however it is 
done, regardless of ability/disability) can be 
understood as the evidence of health. 
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•Note the emphasis on ability, 
adaptation and self-management

•Thus, an individual’s functioning is a key 
component in health and well-being, 
and requires direct consideration in 
health care systems (Madden et al., 
2012).
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WHAT’S CHANGING IN THE WORLD AROUND US? 

2. Dr. Google’s 
Influence
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https://fhshc.csu.mcmaster.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=fNiRTAvbJf_RS0ouQWFKleBM7OT6nTVcXbEXEo-oNADhKF-X4L_VCA..&URL=https://www.fondationparalysiecerebrale.org
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https://fhshc.csu.mcmaster.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=fNiRTAvbJf_RS0ouQWFKleBM7OT6nTVcXbEXEo-oNADhKF-X4L_VCA..&URL=https://www.fondationparalysiecerebrale.org
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WHAT’S CHANGING IN THE WORLD AROUND US?

The democratization of information

•Dr. Google is available 24 hours a day
•Everyone – including ‘patients’ and families – has 

access to the same information as professionals, 
including things that might challenge us!

•Everybody can ‘know’ (whether we’re right or 
wrong!)

•The question for us as health professionals: “How 
can WE help? What is our role?”
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And these 
days things
are even more
complicated…!
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WHAT’S CHANGED IN THE WORLD AROUND US?

3. WHO’s ICF Frameworks and Ideas

•1980: WHO’s ICIDH ideas about ‘Impairments, 
Disabilities and Handicaps’ were linear:

Disease  Impairment  Disability  Handicap 

•2001: WHO’s ICF – The International Classification 
of Functioning, Disability and Health (the ICF).

•Do people know the ICF?
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Health Condition
(e.g., CP, ASD) 

Body Structure 
and Function

Activity Participation

Environmental
Factors  

Personal 
Factors

(WHO, 2001)

21st Century Thinking: THThe ICF
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•It is a framework for health
for everyone 

•The words are ‘neutral’ 

•Everything is connected
to everything else

What do we like about the ICF? 
Health Issue

BS&F Activity Partn

Environt Personal
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• This is a ‘dynamic system’ of 
inter-connected parts, and where 
we start our interventions may be 
less important than we used to think

• ICF reminds us to look at/focus 
on what people CAN do 

• This is a focus on strengths!

What do we like about the ICF? 
Health Issue

BS&F Activity Partn

Environt Personal
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II: WHAT’S CHANGING IN OUR FIELD?

•We are increasingly aware that developmental 
conditions are not ‘diseases’ requiring a 
‘disease-care’ system (think of renal disease and 
dialysis or transplants) – though of course 
conditions in our field have a biomedical basis, 
and sometimes our biomedical interventions 
are very useful.
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II: WHAT’S CHANGING IN OUR FIELD?

•We use an ‘alphabet soup’ of so-called 
‘diagnoses’ – CP, ASD, DCD, ID, ODD and so on 
– for what are really descriptive labels. 

•Someone referred to this phenomenon as 
‘adjectives parading as nouns!’ 

•Do you know the story of the drunk man, the 
policeman and the lamppost?
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II: WHAT’S CHANGING IN OUR FIELD?

•The ‘non-categorical’ way of thinking and talking 
(first written about in 1975!) reminds us that 
many issues are common across ‘developmental 
disability’ diagnoses…
• Hence, the importance of thinking and talking about 

development – of children and families…

• It is also essential to take a life-course approach 
to these life-long ‘child-onset’ conditions
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II: WHAT’S CHANGING IN OUR FIELD?

•Accepting/celebrating diversity & variation

•Stop talking about ‘normal’ (a silly idea)!
•We celebrate variation in music (e.g., Bach’s 

Goldberg Variations) and painting (e.g., Monet’s 
haystacks) and literature (e.g., Durrell’s Alexandria 
Quartet) – but have only two categories for people 
– ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’!
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Why did 
Monet need 
to paint more 
haystacks?
To explore
VARIATION!

So What, and Now What?

III:  BRINGING THESE THREADS TOGETHER: 
HOW DO – HOW SHOULD – THESE IDEAS 

IMPACT OUR FIELD 
OF CHILDHOOD DISABILITY?
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III:  BRINGING THE THREADS TOGETHER

•Let us now look again at the ICF 
framework and see several implications 
of these ideas for our work with young 
people with developmental 
impairments, and their families
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Health Condition
(e.g., CP, ASD) 

Body Structure 
and Function

Activity Participation

Environmental
Factors  

Personal 
Factors

(WHO, 2001)

21st Century Thinking: THThe ICF
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What Do We See?

• It may depend on what we are looking for…

• ...and what we have been told to look for.

•For example, look at this picture of a beautiful 
young woman with a feather hat!
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What do we see? 
How do we see? 
How do we decide 
what is here?
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Can anyone see 
the old woman?

Look Again! The F-words in Childhood Disability

(Rosenbaum & Gorter, 2012)

Future

Health Condition
(e.g., CP, ASD)  

(BSF) 

FITNESS

(ACTIVITY)

FUNCTION

(PARTICIPATION)

FRIENDSHIPS

(ENVIRONMENT)

FAMILY FACTORS

(PERSONAL FACTORS)

FUN

OMG! We never saw 
things that way!
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These ideas 
might be useful 
for you too!

ENVIRONMENTS (‘Family’ is key)

• The recognition of the central role of the family and 
how this should influence service delivery in what 
people refer to as Family-Centred Service (FCS)
• The expectation that patients and families should be full 

partners in their care

• Examples of how this reality is being expressed in 
health services research: UK agencies, PCORI in US, 
SPORs in Canada 
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BODY STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

• Our increasing awareness of the reality that our 
traditional focus on ‘treatments’ and ‘therapies’ that 
were meant to ‘fix’ problems don’t ‘work’ the way we 
hoped and expected. 

• Many of the things we have believed, and have done 
with good intentions, are either not useful, or have 
effects we have not looked for (e.g., Palmer, 1988)
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ACTIVITY/PARTICIPATION, and 
PERSONAL FACTORS 
•We no longer just assume that ‘participation’ will 

be the outcome of all the great biomedical 
therapies and interventions we offer.

•There is now a major focus on PARTICIPATION
for its own sake, and lots of excellent research.
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ACTIVITY/PARTICIPATION, and 
PERSONAL FACTORS 
•We work in the field of ‘developmental disability’ 

– but have traditionally ignored ‘development’!

• We are starting to pay more attention to child 
(and family) development. 

•This means we need to ask: “What are the 
children’s (and families’) goals?”
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FUNCTIONING/ACTIVITY

• The focus is on ACTIVITY (functioning) – and no longer 
just ‘normal’ functioning

• The importance of experience as the ‘raw material’ 
for who we are and who we become
• The value of the concepts of ‘capacity’ and 

‘performance’ – and the chance to explore and define 
and then address the gaps between these ideas… 

• We now expect that we pay attention to all the 
aspects of people’s lives and not just the biomedical
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FINALLY

•The expectations that professionals share what 
we know in plain language – hence 
• the importance of Knowledge Translation, and 
• our roles as Knowledge Brokers – sharing OUR 

understanding with ‘everyone’ (families, community 
colleagues, educators, policy-makers…)

•This is how we change the discussion!
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A Parent’s Perspective

“You will gather information from reports, 
testing and IEP goals and this will give you 
invaluable insight into my son’s needs. For a 
fuller picture of my awesome child, however, 
I would like to present you with the following 
document from my child, about my child.” 
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F-words panel session at CP-NET Science & Family Day 2016

“My entire approach to raising 
my son has shifted from one of 
“fixing” to a wellness 
approach by embracing the F 
words. I feel very empowered 
and have reoriented my goals 
to reflect this paradigm shift” 

– Parent of a child with Level V CP after the 
3rd Annual CP‐NET Science and Family Day 
(Wed Oct 5/16) 

“These Six F-words Won’t Fill Up Your Swear Jar”
Released by CP-NET on World CP Day 2017

“My Favourite Words”
English version produced in partnership

With Instituto Nossa Casa (Brazil)

Look at www.canchild.ca/f-words

Introducing:

The CP Channel

Information

Connection

Empowerment

I Have Presented Three Ideas

1. What’s changing in the world around us as far 
as ‘health’ is concerned?

2. What’s changing in developmental disability?

3. How do – how should – those things influence 
us and our field?
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•მადლობა მოსმენისთვის

•Thank you!
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That’s all from me!

Now it is time to DISCUSS!

That needs YOU!
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The Benefits of the CP Channel:

Information that’s easy to understand

Available at the moments  you need it.

Available when you’re ready to hear it.

Putting forth a realistic but positive vision of life.

As shareable as it is worth sharing.


